CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF PARAANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

Dedicated to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
He provide and discuss in this paper some examples of C 00 functions which are interesting from the view-point of theory of D-analytic and D-paraanalytic functions in the case of D = .
1.Paraanalytic functions
The notion of paraanalytic : function was introduced by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz in [2] . We refer to Przeworska-Rolewicz The above subspace will be denoted by Qj^(D) and its elements are called D-R singular elements.
Suppose now that X is a metric linear space. The subspace Ag(D) c X of D-R analytic elements in X is defined as follows.
. n->® Formulae (1.4-6) imply the following inclusions: respectively, as follows: Taking formulae (1.4) and (2.2) into account, it is easy to see that the space Qg(D) of D-R singular elements consists of all C® functions whose all derivatives vanish at 0.
It is also not difficult to calculate that 
We 
The above formula is valid for t€^ a-/ l+a^,a+/ 1+a 2 j, so it allows to calculate x| k1 (a). By (2.5) and (2.6.3) we see that for any neN and te<-l,1>
or,equivalently for a * 0,
Since a = arccos a e (0,n) for every aeR, the sequence / l+a Z {sin n®l ne |i| infinitely nany tines takes values greater than,
and only if te<a-/ 1+a , a+/ 1+a >. Thus, the sequence {(RgF a D n xj)(t)> n6 j| described by fornula (2.6.4) is unbounded lor tela + / l+a 2 ,l> if a<0 and for <-l,a -/ 1+a 2 ) in the case of a>0. This inplies that XjiPAp (D) for ae<-l,0)u(0,l>. Since xi nl la) = arctan t and formula dt (2.6.3) is valid on a suitable neighbourhood of any aeR, one obtains applying (2.5) Of course, all D-R analytic functions in C(<-1,1>) are analytic in the classical meaning. Concluding these remarks, we can say that the condition of -analycity in C(<-1,1>) is stronger than the classical conditions for an analytic function.
Local properties of functions and paraanalycity
As D. Przeworska -Rolewicz pointed out, the function 0 for t=0
is a D-R paraanalytic element of X , xeQg(D) , where X, R, D, are as in Section 2, and x?Ag(D). We will show now an example of function which is analytic on a neighbourhood of 0 e <-l,l>, D-R paraanalytic, but is not analytic on <-l,l>.
Then, in particular, it is not D-analytic. 
analytic on <-l,l>,
We see that Xg € PA R (D). Obviously x 3 * A(D), but J R n FD n xg is n=0 a> ~ convergent and £ (R n FD%) (t) = -A-. It is easy to see that n=0
Our aim now is to complete the proof that each of inclusions L e • n a 4.5. Let g e C^ia.b), t e C®(a',b') and suppose that a < t(t) < b for every tela'.b'). Then for every n*2 there exist functions h2 n ^nn € C^ta'.b') such that (4.5.1) (g.«) (n) = (g ,n) -*)(i') n + £ K n * (k) • k=2 Kn Proof.
For n=2 , we have (g.i) ,2) = (g 12) . i)(f) 2 + (g'. i)i {2) .
